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Why use Kersten Linkages and
power systems?
Kersten Linkages allow you to greatly expand your tractors
working capabilities.
Not only does it open up the possibilities of front mounted
attachments, which are far better suited to many tasks such as
snow clearance, it does so in a way that is elegant and compact.
Having a front Linkage also opens up the rear of the tractor for
another attachment, so you can get two operations done in the
same driving time!
For example, snow ploughing with the front and gritting with the
rear in one operation.

Kersten manufacture some of the best attachments
on the market for grounds maintenance
operations such as Chemical free
weed control, Snow and ice management
and artiﬁcial surface maintenance.

A Kersten front linkage and power system allows you to use
many of our attachments (as well as others) on your tractor,
making it an extremely effective and flexible machine for year
round site maintenance tasks!

Introduction

Happy Browsing!
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K-Line

Front Linkages & Power
Systems overview
FRONT LINKAGE - Our Front linkage Kits come in several
different sizes to suit popular makes of tractor, from small ride-on
lawn mowers, to 60HP Tractors.
All of our linkages use the principle of a linkage triangle to safely
connect an implement to the tractor.
The Linkages will often have a Hydraulic lift function
This allows you to lift the implement up in the air, out of its working
position for transport. It is usually necessary to have hydraulics
available on the tractor in order to operate this, but on some
models of tractor we can provide hydraulics as well.
FRONT POWER SYSTEMS - Our front Power Systems are
available to suit a wide range of tractor models from 20HP-60HP.
This system comes in a few types, depending on the existing
capabilities of the tractor and the requirements of attachments.
In some cases we can use the engine to provide power for either
a hydraulic system or a front PTO. In other cases a front PTO or
Hydraulic system will be run from another PTO in the middle or
rear of the tractor.

That’s why we have put together this comprehensive catalogue
of solutions, to guide you in ﬁnding the right linkage and front
power system for your tractor!
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Introduction

We understand that each tractor is different and
requires its own solution to get the best performance
and reliability.

Tractors
GR1600 - GR2120, G21, G2160
The Kubota GR-Series and small G-Series Ride on Lawnmowers
can be ﬁtted with our own “FKDR” Linkage.
The FKDR Linkage comes in two variations for these models;

*Specify model of Mower when ordering
MODEL

KUBOTA

FKDR Mechanical
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range
of NON-POWERED implements, such as Snow Plough and Wide-brush for
artificial surfaces.
Implements will be lifted/ lowered and angled Manually.
FKDR Hydraulic
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range of
POWERED implements, such as Sweeper,
Weed-brush and Spreader. The Linkage provides Hydraulic lift/lower,
hydraulic angling and hydraulic power to the implement.
An auxiliary hydraulic pump and auxiliary hydraulic tank are included
in this kit; so no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor
manufacturer.
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PART NUMBER

PRICE

FKDR MECH

495.00

FKDR HYDR 1850.00

Tractors
G23 - G26
(High Dump/Low Dump)
The Kubota G-Series Ride on Lawnmowers can be ﬁtted with our
own “FK” Linkage. Either with or without hydraulics.
The FK Linkage comes in two variations for these models;

*Specify model of Mower when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

FKHB Mechanical
A Mid-size front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1.3m
range of NON-POWERED implements, such as Snow Plough and Wide-brush
for artificial surfaces.
Implements will be lifted/ lowered and angled Manually.

1350.00

FKHB-H-KUB 2100.00

KUBOTA

FKHB Hydraulic
A Mid-size front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1.3m
range of POWERED implements, such as Sweeper, Weed-brush and
Spreader. The Linkage provides Hydraulic lift/lower, hydraulic angling and
hydraulic power to the implement. An auxiliary hydraulic pump and auxiliary hydraulic tank are included in this kit; so no additional hydraulic
kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

FKHB-KUB

PRICE
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Tractors
B1210 + BX RANGE
The Kubota B1210 and BX Sub-compact tractors can be ﬁtted with
our own “FKHB” linkage and “FKPP” Hydraulic Power System.
The FK Linkage comes in two variations for these models;

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

FKHB Mechanical Linkage
A Mid-size front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1.3m
range of implements, such as Snow Plough and Wide-brush for artificial
surfaces.
Implements will be lifted/ lowered and angled Manually.

KUBOTA

FKPP Hydraulic Power Pack
An auxiliary hydraulic pump and auxiliary hydraulic reservoir tank are
included in this kit, which is powered off the rear PTO of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with FKHB-KUB
Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the 1.3m
sweeper or the Weedbrush.
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PRICE

FKHB-KUB

1350.00

FKPP-KUB

850.00

Tractors
B2530 - B3030
The Kubota B30 Series Tractor can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
B30 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
B30 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor
manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with B30 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper or the Weedbrush.
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PART NUMBER

PRICE

MT131 7351

1795.00

FKDR HYDRO 1850.00

KUBOTA

MODEL

Tractors
B2350 - B2650
The Smaller Kubota B50 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

B50 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
B50 “CAT 1” A-Frame
Also available with standard CAT 1 front linkage triangle

PRICE

FRHY B2326 1895.00
(CAT 0)
FRHY B2326 1995.00
(CAT 1)

KUBOTA

B50 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with B50 “CAT 0” A-Frame Linkage to allow
fitment of powered implements such as the 1.5m sweeper.
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FRZWR B2326 2500.00

Tractors
B3150
The Larger Kubota B50 Series Tractor can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 1”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering

MODEL

PART NUMBER

B50 “CAT 1” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 1” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

FKHY B31
(CAT 1)

1995.00

FRZWR B31

2500.00

KUBOTA

B50 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with B50 “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper or the Weedbrush.

PRICE
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Tractors
TRV X900 - X1120
The Kubota X-Series Utility vehicles can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered using a Hydraulic Kit from Kubota UK

*Specify model of Utility Vehicle when ordering

MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

RTV-X “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide variety
of attachments.
The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising implements in the
air.
*For the use of front linkage and hydraulic extension kit
the Kubota RTV X900 must be equipped with the following

MT131 7931

1495.00

accessories from Kubota;

KUBOTA

• Hydraulic pump for additional hydraulics (K759199340)
• Hydraulic valve double acting / double acting with
Floating position (K759199360)
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Tractors
STW34 - STW40
The Kubota STW Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 1” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

STW “CAT 1” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 1” front
linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising implements in the air.

FRHY STW
(CAT 1)

PRICE

2150.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
STW Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

FRZWR STW 2500.00

KUBOTA

* To be used in conjunction with STW “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper or the Weedbrush.
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Tractors
L5040 - L5740
The Kubota L40 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 1” or “CAT 2”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

L40 “CAT 1” A-Frame
AA standard “CAT 1” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.

PRICE

FRHY L CAT 1 2595.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

FRHY L CAT 2 2695.00
L40 “CAT 2” A-Frame
Also available with standard CAT 2 front linkage triangle
L40 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

KUBOTA

* To be used in conjunction with L40 “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements.
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FRZWR L

2500.00
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KUBOTA

Tractors
X304 - X590
The John Deere X300 -500 Series Ride on Lawnmowers can be ﬁtted with our own “FKDR” Linkage. Either with or without hydraulics.
The FKDR Linkage comes in two variations for these models;

*Specify model of mower when ordering
MODEL

FKDR Mechanical
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range of
NON-POWERED implements, such as Snow Plough and Wide-brush for
artificial surfaces.

PART NUMBER

PRICE

FKDR Mech

495.00

FKDR Hyd

1895.00

JOHN DEERE

Implements will be lifted/ lowered and angled Manually.
FKDR Hydraulic
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range of
POWERED implements, such as Sweeper, Weed-brush and Spreader.
The Linkage provides Hydraulic lift/lower, hydraulic angling and hydraulic
power to the implement.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
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Tractors
X740 - X758
The John Deere X700 Series Ride on Lawnmowers can be ﬁtted
with a “CAT 0” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front
Hydraulics kit.

*Specify model of Mower when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

X700 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.

PRICE

MT131
5670/5586

1495.00

MT131
5682/5686

520.00

X700 Front Hydraulics Kit
An extension of the existing hydraulics, routing them to the front of the tractor and additional hydraulic couplings for powering implements and lifting
the linkage.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with X700 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.25m Hydraulic sweeper.
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JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

Tractors
X950R
The John Deere X950R Ride on Lawnmowers can be ﬁtted with a
“CAT 0” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Mower when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

X950R “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air and a kit for routing hydraulic services from
rear of tractor.

JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
X950R Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor. 2500RPM Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with X950R “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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PRICE

MT131
7743/7744

1995.00

MT131
7785/5586

695.00

Tractors
1026R
The John Deere 1026R Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

1026R “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.

PRICE

MT131
8140/5586

1750.00

MT131
8479

850.00

1026R Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2100RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with 1026R “CAT 0” A-Frame Linkage to
allow fitment of powered implements such as the 1.3m sweeper.
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JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

Tractors
2025R
The John Deere 2025R Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

2025R “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising implements in the air

MT131
5831/5586

1795.00

MT 131 5885

995.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

JOHN DEERE

2025R Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with 2025R “CAT 0” A-Frame Linkage to
allow fitment of powered implements such as the 1.3m sweeper.
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Tractors
2027R - 2032R
The Larger John Deere 20R Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

20R “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.

PRICE

MT131
5795/5586

1595.00

MT131 7338

995.00

20R Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor. 2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with 20R “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

Tractors
3036E
The John Deere 3036E Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 1” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front Hydraulics kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

3036E “CAT 1” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 1” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air.

MT131
7999/8001

2250.00

MT131 7136

1695.00

JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
3036E Front Hydraulics Kit
An extension of the existing hydraulics, routing them to the front of the tractor
and additional hydraulic couplings for angling and powering implements
and lifting the linkage using a Joystick
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with 3036E “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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Tractors
3320 - 3720
The John Deere 3020 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

3020 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air.

PRICE

MT131
7225/7226

2350.00

MT131 7195

995.00

3020 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor. 2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with 3020 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper.
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JOHN DEERE

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

Tractors
T233 - T293
The TYM T2 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” or “CAT 1”
Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

T2 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air

PART NUMBER

PRICE

MT131 5858

1795.00

MT131 5841

1295.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
T2 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

TYM

* To be used in conjunction with T2 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper.
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Tractors
T353
The TYM T353 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

T353 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air

PART NUMBER

PRICE

MT131 5843

2395.00

MT131 5844

1395.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
T353 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

TYM

* To be used in conjunction with T353 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper.
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Tractors
T433
The TYM T433 Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

T4 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air .
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
T4 CAT 1” A Frame
Also Available with “CAT 1” Linkage.
T4 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

TYM

* To be used in conjunction with T4 “CAT 0” or “CAT 1” A-Frame Linkage
to allow fitment of powered implements such as the 1.5m sweeper.
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PRICE

MT131
7474/7481

2350.00

MT131
7474/7482

2395.00

MT131 7475

1395.00

Tractors
TS25
The TYM TS25 Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit or front hydraulics.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

TS25 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT O” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
MT131
8427/8428/8199 2895.00
implements in the air and a joystick for controlling operations.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
TS25 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
1000RPM Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

MT131 8183

795.00

TYM

* To be used in conjunction with TS25 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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Tractors
SXG216
The Iseki SXG216 Ride on Lawnmowers can be ﬁtted with our own
“FKDR” Linkage. Either with or without hydraulics.
The FKDR Linkage comes in two variations for this model;

*Specify model of Mower when ordering
MODEL

FKDR Mechanical
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range of
NON-POWERED implements, such as Snow Plough and Wide-brush for
artificial surfaces.

PART NUMBER

PRICE

FKDR Mech

495.00

FKDR Hyd

1895.00

Implements will be lifted/ lowered and angled Manually.

ISEKI

FKDR Hydraulic
A small front linkage triangle, suitable for attaching the Kersten 1m range of
POWERED implements, such as Sweeper, Weed-brush and Spreader. The
Linkage provides Hydraulic lift/lower, hydraulic angling and hydraulic power
to the implement.
An auxiliary hydraulic pump and auxiliary hydraulic tank are included
in this kit; So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor
manufacturer.
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Tractors
TM3215 - TM3265
The Iseki TM32 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” or
“CAT 1” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering

MODEL

TM32 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
TM32 “CAT 1” A-Frame
Also available with standard CAT 1 front linkage triangle
TM32 Front PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Engine of the Tractor.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

PRICE

FRHY IS TM
CAT 0

2595.00

FRHY IS TM
CAT 1

2695.00

FRZWR L

2500.00

ISEKI

* To be used in conjunction with TM “CAT 0” or TM “CAT 1” A-Frame
Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements.

PART NUMBER
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Tractors
BOOMER 20/25
The New Holland Boomer 20 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT
0” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

NEW HOLLAND

B20/25 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for controlling
implements.
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
B20/25 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with B20/25 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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PRICE

MT131
7626/8109

2850.00

MT131
7628/7629

995.00

Tractors
BOOMER 30-35
The New Holland Boomer 30 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a
“CAT 0” or “CAT 1” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front
PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
PART NUMBER

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
“CAT 1” A-Frame
Also available with standard CAT 1 front linkage triangle.
B30/35 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor. 2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

PRICE

MT131
8119/8120/8121 3495.00

MT131
8119/8120/8122 3595.00
MT131 8124

895.00

MT131 8175

3295.00

* To be used in conjunction with B30/35 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
Front PTO Kit from the Engine - 2000RPM CW
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NEW HOLLAND

MODEL

B30/35 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for controlling
implements.

Tractors
BOOMER 40/45
The New Holland Boomer 40 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a
“CAT 1” Linkage. Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

B40/45 “CAT 1” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 1” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
MT131
implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for controlling
8325/8329/8328 3850.00
implements.

NEW HOLLAND

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
B40/45 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor. MT131 8333 1150.00
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.
* To be used in conjunction with B40/45 “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.

MT131 8339 3350.00

Front PTO Kit from the Engine - 2000RPM CW
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NEW HOLLAND

Tractors
J23 - J27
The LS J20 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

J20 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for controlling
implements

MT131
7236/8108

2850.00

MT131 7238

695.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
J20 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

LS

* To be used in conjunction with J20 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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Tractors
RIO 36 I
The LS Rio 36 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 1” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

PRICE

R 36 i “CAT 1” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 1” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
MT131
implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for controlling
8362/8363/8365 3595.00
implements
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
R 36 i PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

MT131 8367

895.00

LS

* To be used in conjunction with R 36 i “CAT 1”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper.
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Tractors
CK2810
The Kioti CK28 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

CK28 “CAT 0” A-Frame
AA standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for raising
implements in the air
*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.

CK28 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

KIOTI

* To be used in conjunction with CK28 “CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.3m sweeper.
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PRICE

MT131
8170/8171

2150.00

MT131 8178

995.00

Tractors
CS2610
The Kioti CS26 Series Tractors can be ﬁtted with a “CAT 0” Linkage.
Attachments can be powered by a front PTO kit.

*Specify model of Tractor when ordering
MODEL

PART NUMBER

CS26 “CAT 0” A-Frame
A standard “CAT 0” front linkage triangle; suitable for attaching a wide
variety of attachments. The Linkage is supplied with a Hydraulic lift for
raising implements in the air as well as couplings and a joystick for
controlling implements

MT131
7508/1750

PRICE

2795.00

*Requires Hydraulic services to operate.
CS26 PTO Kit
An auxiliary front PTO kit, which is powered from the Mid PTO of the Tractor.
2000RPM Anti-Clockwise rotation.
So no additional hydraulic kits are required from the tractor manufacturer.

MT131 7509 1150.00

KIOTI

* To be used in conjunction with CS26“CAT 0”
A-Frame Linkage to allow fitment of powered implements such as the
1.5m sweeper.
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NOTE:

NOTE:

Your Kersten stockist

T: 0118 986 9253
www.kerstenuk.com
info@kerstenuk.com
Kersten (UK) Ltd, Progress House, 39 Boulton Road, Reading RG2 0NH
Prices are subject to VAT E&OE

